
Adaptable Procedures  
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Start Scratch and load  
adaptableproceduresparsons 

The code has been created but no connected. 
 
Use the algorithm above to help you connect the code in the blue 1 sprite. 
 
 
Now use the answer sheep to see if your code was correct. 
 

Procedure algorithm 
 
define any_2d_shape (sidelength)(numberofsides)(angle) 
pen down to start drawing 
Loop (numberofsides) times 
     Move forward (sidelength) steps 
     Turn right (angle) degrees 
     Pause for half a second 
Pen up to stop drawing 

Main Program algorithm 
 
Start when a key touched  
Point right 90 degrees 
go to x-200 and y100 position 
Clear all previous lines drawn 
any_2d_shape(50)(3)(120) 
go to x-140 and y100 position 
any_2d_shape(45)(4)(90) 
go to x-60 and y100 position 
any_2d_shape(40)(5)(72) 
go to x20 and y100 position 
any_2d_shape(35)(6)(60) 

Work on 
your own 



Work with a partner 
of same ability 
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Use (Run the program lots of times but don’t change the code) 
 
Blue 1 Sprite Questions 
1, What shape does the first any_2d_shape(50)(3)(120) procedure draw? 
 
2, The first number of each any_2d_shape procedure sets the sidelength of the shape side. 
What does the second (middle) number set up? 
 
3, Which x and y coordinate does the hexagon start from? 
 
4, Which blocks of code are initialisation? (setting things back to the starting position and 
removing the effects of the last time the program was run) 
 
 
Pink 2 Sprite Questions 
1, What shape does the first 2dshapes procedure draw? 
 
2, How many squares are drawn by the main program? 
 
3, What two parts of the shape are changed by the numberofsides parameter? 
 
4, What does setting the pen colour to white do? 
 
 
Yellow 3 Sprite Questions 
1, How many colours are used in this creation? 
 
2, How many counted loops are used in the main program? 
 
3, How many times is the shapes(8)(7) procedure run? 
 
4, What basic shape does the shapes(15)(3) procedure create? 
 
 
 
Now mark your work using the answer sheep 
 



Work with a partner 
of same ability 
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Modify (Make small changes to the program) 
Blue 1 Sprite Questions 
1, Make all the sides of the square 10 steps longer. What did you change? 
 
2, Make all of the sides of the hexagon 10 steps shorter. What did you change? 
 
3, Speed up how long it takes to draw every shape. What did you change? 
 
4, Move the last shape further to the right. What did you change? 
 
Pink sprite 2 Questions 
1, Reduce the size of the heptagon (7 sided shape), what did you change? 
 
2, Change the colour of the last square drawn. What did you change? 
 
3, Change the triangular mouth to a hexagon. What did you change? 
 
4, Slow the time it takes to draw every shape. What did you change? 
 
Yellow sprite 3 Questions 
1, Increase the size of the yellow pattern. What did you change? 
 
2, The outer loop (repeat 9) when multiplied by the last right turn (40 degrees) makes 360? 
(9x40=360) This makes a nonagon overall pattern. Can you change the overall pattern so it 
creates a square? (HINT 4x90=360) What did you change? 
 
3, Change the overall pattern to make a triangle. What did you change? 
 
4, Change the overall pattern to make another regular 2d shape. What did you change and 
what shape did it draw? 
 
 
 
Now mark your work using the answer sheep 
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Modify More (Make big changes to the program including adding blocks where needed) 
Complete any two challenges out of the three below 
Blue 1 sprite modify more 
1, Add an eight sided shape on the end of the row using an any_2d_shape procedure.  
Fill in the parameters any_2d_shape(    )(    )(    ) to show what you added 
 
 
Pink 2 sprite modify more 
2, Add triangular ears to the face using 2dshapes procedures. 
Write down what you added below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yellow 3 sprite modify more 
3, Add a fourth repeating pattern to the line of three patterns. Record your addition only 
below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Now mark your work using the answer sheep 
 
 

Work with a partner 
of same ability 
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CREATE (choose one or more creative projects from those listed below) 
 
1, Use any of the existing shape procedures to create your own repeated pattern. 
 
2, Use any of the existing procedures to create your own shape picture 
 
3, Create a repeated pattern of shapes that have more and more sides using an adaptable 
procedure and variables. 
 
4, Create a new pattern procedure which incudes other procedures nesting inside it. 
 
5, Create a program that doesn't draw shapes that uses an adaptable procedure. 
 
6, Think of your own idea that uses adaptable procedures and make it. 
 
 
 

Work on 
your own 

Choice 
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PARSONS CODE 

Scratch 2 

Scratch 3 
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USE ANSWERS 
Blue 1 Sprite Questions 
1, What shape does the first any_2d_shape procedure draw? 
Triangle (1 mark) 
2, The first number of each any_2d_shape procedure sets the length of the shape side. 
What does the second (middle) number set up? 
Number of sides (1 mark) 
3, Which x and y coordinate does the hexagon start from? 
X20 y100 (1 mark) 
4, Which blocks of code are initialisation? (setting things back to the starting position and 
removing the effects of the last time the program was run) 
Point in direction 90, go to x-200 y100, clear (1 mark for any two or more of these) 
 
 
Pink 2 Sprite Questions 
1, What shape does the first 2dshapes procedure draw? 
Heptagon or seven sided shape (1 mark) 
2, How many squares are drawn by the main program? 
4, don’t forget the white one (1 mark) 
3, What two parts of the shape are changed by the no_sides parameter? 
Number of sides and angle of turn (1 mark for both) 
4, What does setting the pen colour to white do? 
Removes the right red square by drawing over it in white (1 mark) 
 
 
Yellow 3 Sprite Questions 
1, How many colours are used in this creation? 
3 (1 mark) 
2, How many counted loops are used in the main program? 
4 (1 mark) 
3, How many times is the shapes (8)(7) procedure run? 
9x4=36 (1 mark) 
4, What basic shape does the shapes(15)(3) procedure create? 
Triangle (1 mark) 
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MODIFY ANSWERS 
 
Blue 1 Sprite Questions 
1, Make all the sides of the square 10 steps longer. What did you change? 
45 to 55 in any_2d_shape(45)(4)(90) (1 mark) 
2, Make all of the sides of the hexagon 10 steps shorter. What did you change? 
35 to 25 in any_2d_shape(35)(6)(60) (1 mark) 
3, Speed up how long it takes to draw every shape. What did you change? 
Either remove the wait 0.5 secs block or reduce the time to less than 0.5 secs (1 mark) 
4, Move the last shape further to the right. What did you change? 
Change the last coordinate block x to greater than 20.  
Or could also add a move block (1 mark) 
 
 Pink sprite 2 Questions 
1, Reduce the size of the heptagon (7 sided shape), what did you change? 
Change 70 in 2dshapes(70)(7) to a lower number. (1 mark) 
2, Change the colour of the last square drawn. What did you change? 
Set bottom pen color to another colour (1 mark) 
3, Change the triangular mouth to a hexagon. What did you change? 
Change 2dshapes (50)(3) to 2dshapes(anynumber)(6) (1 mark) 
4, Slow the time it takes to draw every shape. What did you change? 
Increase wait 0.5 secs to a higher number (1 mark) 
 
Yellow sprite 3 Questions 
1, Increase the size of the yellow pattern. What did you change? 
Increase 15 in shapes(15)(3) to a higher number (1 mark) 
2, The outer loop (repeat 9) when multiplied by the last right turn (40 degrees) makes 360? 
(9x40=360) This makes a nonagon overall pattern. Can you change the overall pattern so it 
creates a square? (HINT 4x90=360) What did you change? 
Change outer loop to repeat 4 and bottom turn to 90 degrees (1 mark) 
3, Change the overall pattern to make a triangle. What did you change? 
Change outer loop to repeat 3 and bottom turn to 120 degrees (1 mark) 
4, Change the overall pattern to make another regular 2d shape. What did you change and 
what shape did it draw? (1 mark for any combination from below) 
 Outer loop Bottom turn Shape 

5 72 degrees pentagon 

6 60 degrees hexagon 

7 51.5 (or near) Heptagon 

8 45 degrees Octagon 
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MODIFY MORE ANSWERS 
 
 
Blue 1 sprite modify more 
1, Add an eight sided shape on the end of the row using an any_2d_shape procedure.  
Fill in the parameters any_2d_shape(  any number  )(  8  )(  45  ) to show what you added 
 
 
Pink 2 sprite modify more 
2, Add triangular ears to the face using 2dshapes procedures. 
Write down what you added below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yellow 3 sprite modify more 
3, Add a fourth repeating pattern to the line of three patterns. Record your addition only 
below. 

go to x and y (numbers will differ) 
2dshapes(anynumber)(3) 
go to x and y (numbers will differ) 
2dshapes(anynumber)(3) 
Could also do this using move and turn blocks    

Repeat XX 
   set pen colour 
   shapes(XX)(XX) 
   Turn right or left XX 
Move XX steps 
 
XX represents a range of possible  
numbers 

Order could be 
different 


